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Introduction
Aim

To aid interpretation of TEWL & related measurements.
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Introduction
Skin

Skin is complicated & some simplifying assumptions are necessary!
Private Communication: Google Image Search 2005.
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Introduction
The simplified model

LE = Water Source
Liquid Water
Water Vapour

SC = Barrier Membrane
Air = Water Sink
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Introduction
Main simplifying assumptions

1.

Macro-scale model. No bricks. No mortar.

2.

One-dimensional diffusion.

3.

Steady-state only. Fick's 1st law.
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Model Component 1:- Water
Water & water vapour

Water is represented in this model by its concentration or density (kgm-3).
Assume that water is condensed within the skin & evaporates from the SC surface.
Density of water
Density of water vapour

=
~

1000
0.01

kgm-3
kgm-3

Evaporation causes a dilution by a factor ~ 10-5 !
Despite the low density, the water vapour interacts strongly with the SC (see later).
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Model Component 2:- Skin
A simplified model for the outer skin layers
Living Epidermis (LE):High water mobility
High hydration

Stratum Corneum (SC):Low water mobility
High hydration at the base
Low hydration at the surface
Linear hydration profile (for now)
No swelling (for now)

Confocal Raman Spectroscopy
In-vivo hydration profiles confirm these basic
assumptions as a reasonable starting point.
Figure adapted from:B Gabard and AO Barel: Dynamique de l'hydratation cutanée. In: Cosmétology
et dermatologie esthétique, Elsevier Masson SAS, Paris (2008).
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Model Component 2:- Skin
Hydration gradient and diffusion: Fick’s 1st Law
The hydration gradient in the SC implies diffusion.
For steady-state conditions, use Fick’s first law (in one dimension):-

Where

J

= Flux density [kgm-2s-1]

DSC = Mean diffusion coefficient [m2s-1]
c

= Concentration [kgm-3]

For a linear hydration profile, this simplifies to:-

J  DSC c1 c2
LSC
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Model Component 2:- Skin
Diffusion coefficient for water in the SC
Reasonable values for normal volar forearm SC might be:gm-2h-1

J

10

c1

700

kgm-3

c2

100

kgm-3

LSC

15

J  DSC c1 c2
LSC

µm

These data are enough to give a rough estimate of DSC ~ 7  10-14 m2s-1

and

~1 hour.

(For comparison, @30ºC, water DWW ~ 2.7 x 10-9 m2s-1 [1] &  ~80ms).

[1] GB Kasting, ND Barai, T-F Wang & JM Nitsche: Mobility of water in human stratum corneum. J Pharm Sci 92, 2326-40, 2003.
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Model Component 3:- Air
Microclimate of uncovered skin

The microclimate next to in-vivo skin depends mainly on:Air movement
Air temperature
Air humidity
For uncovered skin, air movements dominate, because moving air is MUCH
more effective than diffusion for transporting heat and water vapour.
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Model Component 3:- Air
Diffusion boundary layer concept

Physical Description:The air in contact with the skin is stationary because of viscous friction.
Air velocity increases with distance from the skin surface.
Fluid Dynamics Model:2-layer approximation of Still Air + Moving Air.
The still air layer is the diffusion boundary layer [1].
Skin Literature:The still air is Nilsson’s zone of diffusion next to uncovered skin [2].

[1] YA Çengel: Heat transfer - a practical approach. Boston: McGraw Hill (1998).
[2] GE Nilsson: Measurement of Water Exchange through Skin. Med Biol Comput. 15:209-18 (1977).
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Model Component 3:- Air
Boundary layer thickness
The properties of the air next to uncovered skin depend on air movements.

Typical calculations for a horizontal cylinder of 10 cm diameter [1].
[1] AE Wheldon and JL Monteith: Performance of a Skin Evaporimeter. Med Biol Comput. 18:201-5 (1980).
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Model Component 3:- Air
Model for water vapour transport in air

The air next to the SC is modelled as a diffusion boundary
layer of fixed thickness LA.
The moving air beyond is modelled as a vapour sink,
where ambient conditions of RH & temperature are
maintained irrespective of vapour flux.
humidity profiles

Note that the humidity at the SC surface increases with
water vapour flux, whereas the humidity at the vapour sink
is unaffected.
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Component Interactions
Overview

Skin & Air
Heat exchange: SC surface is cooler than the body interior
Heat exchange: Air adjacent to the SC is warmer than ambient air
Evaporation of water from the SC surface
Continuity of flux density across the SC/air interface
Hygroscopic interaction between the SC surface and humid air (SC surface boundary condition)

Skin & Water
SC base is hydrated by contact with the LE (SC base boundary condition)
Water diffuses through the SC (TEWL)
Water affects SC properties (diffusion coefficient, swelling)
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Component Interactions
Sorption/desorption in hygroscopic materials
The water content of hygroscopic materials depends on the humidity of the adjacent air. Measurements
such as those below [1] establish a relationship between moisture content and relative humidity, known
as the sorption isotherm.

Note the hysteresis – the moisture content also depends on the history of exposure to humid air.
Hysteresis is ignored in the model at present.

[1] J Straube & E Burnett. Building Science for Building Enclosures. Building Science Press 2005.
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Component Interactions
SC surface boundary condition
SC surface hydration is assumed to be determined by the hygroscopic interaction with the adjacent
moist air [1]. The model uses a parameterization (- - -) of the sorption isotherm data of [2].

The SC surface is assumed to adapt
rapidly to humidity changes, because only
its top layer is exposed to air.
The bulk of the SC takes longer to adapt,
because of the low mobility of water in the
SC.
Note that skin surface RH is lower than
ambient RH, because skin is warmer than
ambient air.

[1] IH Blank, J Moloney, BS Alfred, G Emslie, I Simon & C Apt: The diffusion of water across the stratum corneum as a function of its water content. J
Invest Derm 82, 188-94, 1984.
[2] J-L Lévêque: Water-keratin interactions. In: Bioengineering of the skin: Water and the stratum corneum. (P Elsner, E Berardesca & HI Maibach, eds),
19
pp. 13-22. CRC Press, Boca Raton (1994).
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Method of Solution
Example of parameters used in the calculations:

The parameter values in black are assumed constants. DSC is the unknown. It is determined by iteration.
The aim of the iteration is to satisfy the sorption relationship between c2 and RH2 at the SC surface.
For a given JW, c2 increases as DSC increases.
For a given JV (=JW), RH2 depends on the air-side parameters θ2, LA, DVA, θ3 & RH3 .
Once determined, you can hold DSC constant & explore changes of J with θ2, LA, RH3, etc.
21
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Example Calculations 1:- Intact Skin
Baseline TEWL vs SC surface temperature

Caused by the temperature-dependence of SC surface RH, via the sorption isotherm.
This is not a good test of the theory, because the Halkier-Sorensen effect has medical origin.
[1] Halkier-Sorensen, L, Thestrup-Pedersen, K and Maibach, HI: Equation for conversion of transepidermal water loss (TEWL) to a common
reference temperature: what is the slope? Contact Dermatitis. 29: 280-1 (1993).
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Example Calculations 1:- Intact Skin
Baseline TEWL vs RH

The calculated trend of decreasing TEWL with increasing RH is contradicted by the experimental evidence
of [1], for example. This is a well known problem with models using a constant diffusion coefficient.

[1] Egawa, M, Oguri, M, Kuwahara, T and Takahashi, M: Effect of exposure of human skin to a dry environment. Skin Res Tech. 8: 212-8 (2002).
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Example Calculations 2:- Skin Stripping
Tape stripping method

Tape stripping is a minimally invasive technique where adhesive tape is
used to remove successive layers of SC, as illustrated on the left.
The photo below shows what a tape looks like after a strip.

For each strip you can measure:The quantity of SC removed
The concentration of actives
Transepidermal water loss (TEWL)
Etc.





Mean thickness of SC removed
Penetration
Barrier property
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Example Calculations 2:- Skin Stripping
Example measurements of TEWL changes during stripping

TEWL increases as more SC layers are removed.

The reciprocal (1/TEWL) is often found to decrease ~linearly with
the cumulative thickness of SC removed. The intercept with the
horizontal axis gives the thickness of the intact SC [2].

Non-linear (1/TEWL) plots are sometimes observed.

[1] L Russell and MB Delgado-Charro: Determination of Stratum Corneum Thickness: An
Alternative Approach? Skin Forum Poster, London (2007).

Figures adapted from [1]

[2] YN Kalia, F Pirot and RH Guy: Homogeneous transport in a heterogeneous membrane:
Water diffusion across the human stratum corneum in vivo. Biophysical Journal. 71: 2692700 (1996).
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Example Calculations 2:- Skin Stripping
Current model: Kalia, Pirot & Guy
The model of Kalia, Pirot & Guy [1] uses the
hydration profile illustrated top left. Stripping
is described by including the thickness of SC
removed (Λ) in Fick’s first law, ie

This analysis gives a linear (1/TEWL) plot,
with a z-axis intercept equal to the thickness L
of the intact SC.

Our hydration profile is shown bottom left. No
partition at the LE/SC interface, but including
a hygroscopic interaction at the SC/Air
interface.

[1] YN Kalia, F Pirot and RH Guy: Homogeneous transport in a heterogeneous membrane: Water diffusion across the human stratum corneum in vivo.
Biophysical Journal. 71: 2692-700 (1996).
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Example Calculations 2:- Skin Stripping
Model applied to the stripping process
An exaggerated strip thickness of 2µm is assumed here, to illustrate the stripping process.

Point 1: Before stripping
Steady-state surface hydration, hydration gradient & TEWL.
Point 2: Immediately after stripping
The surface hydration is elevated, therefore the vapour flux
has increased. However, the SC hydration gradient is
unchanged, therefore the TEWL is unchanged.
Point 3: After a new steady-state is reached
Surface hydration has decreased but remains above Point 1.
The SC hydration gradient is now steeper than before,
therefore the TEWL has increased. Vapour flux and TEWL are
now equal again.

z [microns]
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Example Calculations 2:- Skin Stripping
Steady-state hydration profiles

z [microns]
This shows steady-state hydration profiles with 0, 2, 4, ... microns of SC removed. Note the increase of
steady-state surface hydration (the end-points of the blue lines) as more layers are removed.
30

Example Calculations 2:- Skin Stripping
Transient & steady-state SC surface hydration

This shows calculated transient & steady-state SC surface hydration with 0, 1, 2, ... microns of SC
removed. The excess hydration immediately after a strip is subsequently lost by evaporation from the
SC surface (=Skin Surface Water Loss, SSWL).
31

Example Calculations 2:- Skin Stripping
(1/TEWL) dependence on SC thickness removed

Notes:1.
2.
3.
4.

The values plotted are steady-state TEWL
The intercept gives intact SC thickness = 15.14 µm (true value = 15.0 µm).
The last point deviates slightly from the trend line
The agreement with the Kalia, Pirot & Guy model [1] is remarkable

[1] YN Kalia, F Pirot and RH Guy: Homogeneous transport in a heterogeneous membrane: Water diffusion across the human stratum corneum in
vivo. Biophysical Journal. 71: 2692-700 (1996).
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More Model Components:- Swelling & DSC(c)
Additive swelling model
SC swelling is assumed to be additive, where the volume of hydrated SC is given by the sum of the
volumes of dry SC and water of hydration. With this assumption, for isotropic swelling,

L
c

LDRY 3  W  c 

where ΔL is the hydration-dependent swelling, LDRY is the thickness of dry SC, ρW is the density of water
and c is the concentration of water in the SC.
Unidirectional swelling (in thickness only) is three times larger.

Swelling is easily incorporated into the model, by dividing the SC into a number of layers.
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More Model Components:- Swelling & DSC(c)
Skin hydration profile
Steady-state hydration depth profiles measured using confocal Raman spectroscopy give information
about water mobility in the SC and viable epidermis. Shown here are example profiles measured on
untreated volar forearm skin in-vivo.

Hydration depth profiles relate to TEWL via Fick’s first
law of diffusion. The slope at any point is inversely
proportional to the diffusion coefficient, DSC.

DSC

J

dc dz

Figure adapted from:Gabard, B and Barel, AO: Dynamique de l'hydratation cutanée. In: Cosmétology et dermatologie esthétique, Elsevier Masson SAS, Paris (2008).
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More Model Components:- Swelling & DSC(c)
Linear & exponential hydration profiles
1. A linear profile (ie constant DSC).
2. An exponential profile

 z 
c  z   cmax  c  exp  
 z0 
for which

DSC  c  

k

 cmax  c 

These profiles are compared with a confocal Raman profile in the above figure. The deviation near the
SC surface may be due to instrumental effects such as occlusion, spacial resolution or a non-planar SC
surface.
Raman data provided by River Diagnostics BV, Rotterdam, The Netherlands.
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Example Calculations 3
Baseline TEWL v ambient RH

The calculated trend of decreasing TEWL with increasing ambient RH is contradicted by the experimental
evidence of [1], for example. The inclusion of a hydration-dependent diffusion coefficient in the exponential
model goes some way towards solving this problem, but currently not far enough.

[1] Egawa, M, Oguri, M, Kuwahara, T and Takahashi, M: Effect of exposure of human skin to a dry environment. Skin Res Tech. 8: 212-8 (2002).
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Example Calculations 3
Swelling v ambient RH

The calculated thickness change with ambient RH looks plausible.
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Example Calculations 3
Skin stripping:- Exponential model
These calculations use an intact in-vivo SC thickness of 15 µm with a baseline TEWL of 10gm-2h-1.

The reciprocal TEWL plots are ~linear for ~1st half of SC thickness removed. However, these initial gradients
do not extrapolate to the correct SC thickness. In particular, with finite SC swelling, thickness removed
depends on hydration.
40
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Summary & Conclusions
The work to develop a realistic model of the SC barrier is ongoing. Once the steady-state model performs
satisfactorily, the next step is to calculate time-dependent properties, to enable questions about rates of
change to be answered.

For the work to date, the main conclusions are:-

•

Both linear & exponential models predict the wrong TEWL v ambient RH dependence.

•

For the linear model, skin stripping 1/TEWL plots are nearly linear.

•

For the exponential model, the initial slope of the 1/TEWL curve is ~linear. However,
extrapolations from this initial slope lead to overestimates of SC thickness.

•

Swelling causes a problem with SC thickness determination in skin stripping, because
of differences between the in-vivo & in-vitro hydration of the removed SC.

•

Work on a more realistic hydration depth profile & associated DSC(c) is in progress.
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